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Dear Governor LePage, 
 
I am writing to you today to express my disappointment with your recent comments regarding 
what you referred to as “drug traffickers” in the state of Maine named “D-Money", who you 
accuse of coming into your state to sell drugs and "impregnate your white women" I don't need 
to tell you that your comments come off as flippant, incredibly racist, as well as misinformed. 
Thousands of social media posts have already done that.   I think more state representatives, 
politicians, and Governor’s like yourself, need to think more clearly  before you speak. 
 
I am here to introduce myself as well as educate you on my proper nomenclature. 
My name is Darren Blatt aka D-Money,  I am an affiliate marketing specialist who for the past 18 
years have been extremely successful throwing parties for online marketing professionals at 
various trade shows in Las Vegas, as well as all over the country.  I provide an environment 
where some of the country's brightest entrepreneurs can network and exchange brilliant ideas 
for online commerce while being thoroughly entertained by some of the biggest acts in the 
music business.  Past artists that have played my party include: Snoop Dogg,Shaggy, Nelly, and 
Sean Paul.  Celebrity attendees have included; Tony Hawk, Mike Tyson, and Ashton Kutcher. 
My parties have drawn thousands of people over the years and have helped to stimulate our 
economy, creating thousands of autonomous jobs for people who wish to work in the online 
sector. 
 
I'd like to help educate you more on E Commerce and show you that I am not some “hooligan” 
looking to come to the state of Maine to sell drugs and get a bunch of your resident women 
pregnant, by inviting you to attend our party next week at the Affiliate Summit, The Affiliate Ball 
where our attendees will be entertained by two legendary west coast artists, Tha Dogg Pound 
and E40.  We would like to comp your hotel stay as well as give you VIP tickets to our invite only 
event.  
 
I know that after attending one of my parties you will absolutely have a great time, and your 
perception of the name D-Money will be forever changed.  On behalf of D-Money’s everywhere, 
I thank you for the exposure this story has given to all of us. 
Best Regards, 
 
Darren Blatt  
AKA D-Money 
President 
AffiliateBall.com 
 
 
 




